
Portfolio shorts
Short stories from projects I’ve worked on



Please note. The linear and brief nature of these  
presentations inevitably puts a skew on reality. I have tried my best to stay true to what 

happened but for brevity have removed some details.



In this episode I’ll be showing you a project I worked on whilst at Digital shadows



Digital shadows helps you find and 
remedy digital risks.
Constantly monitoring the deep, dark and open web 
for things that might be a risk.  

If it finds something it raises an alert.



The problem is the automated 
monitoring Digital shadows does only 
finds half the risks.
Early research from the product team looked at 
everything we weren’t raising automatically.  

What they found was that nearly 50% of risks were 
‘Custom’ to each business. 



An example of what automation can’t 
help you with…

“My company is running a public event next month.  

How can I monitor mentions of my company, VIP’s 
and locations in the run up to and during this event?”



How might we protect companies from the ~50% of 
risks that are ‘custom’ for each client? 
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Project goal



Who was on the team? 

UX Design Lead / Researcher 
Cyber security SME 
Product manager 
CTO  
UI Designer 



Process 

Discovery research  
Analysis and synthesis  
Concept definition 
Concept testing  
UI design  
Beta testing  
Go live behavioural analytics 



1 2 3

User interviews Surveys Tracking relevant events

Discovery research



Key insight | Some of our customers 
were meeting this need with a feature 
not intended for this purpose.

A ‘Saved search’ feature that was developed with 
different use cases in mind was actually being used to 
monitor for these ‘Custom’ risks.



How was this need being met?

1

2

Start trying out some searches 
to see if they understood the 

query language and to see what 
results they might get.

Adding more to the search as 
they grew more confident 

writing the query

Seeing how the Lead users were making the system work for them



How was this need being met?

1

2

3

Users didn’t understand 
the query language

The queries were so broad, 
too much noise in the results

Logical operators and query 
relationships were confusing

What were the main problems they had?



Understanding the journey
Synthesising research themes 
into a task flow that describes 
what they are: 

Doing 
Thinking 
Feeling 

Throughout the process of 
creating a query and managing it.



Information 
without emotion is 
not well retained. 

Stories helped communicate what our 
users were doing and why to the rest of 
the team.
Telling stories about how our users were meeting this 
need, why and how was crucial to getting alignment 
from everyone involved. 



Framing the 
problem

How might we help a non technical user write 
custom queries to protect their company 
without generating too much noise?

How might we help a non technical user 
manage queries they have created, ensuring 
they become more accurate over time?



Concept creation
Who was involved? 

UX Design Lead / Researcher 
Cyber security SME 
Product manager 
CTO  
VP Engineering 
UI Designer 
Customer success manager 



Breaking down complexity

1

2

Query content
This is what they want to 
be in their query

Query relationships
This is how they want 
things to be related



Breaking down complexity

3

Query results
If I ran this query how many 
results would I have over time? 

It’s extremely important I don’t 
write something that is broad or 
I will overload my team mates 
with alerts.



Breaking down complexity

4

Query building, management & hygiene
How long will this query run for? 
Is there any information I want 
to write about the query on the 
alert we get so other team mates 
know what it’s about etc…



What are the 
behaviours we 
want? Where else 
in the world can 
we find them? 
This is a useful question to ask when 
looking for inspiration.
On this project we ended up looking at structured 
conversations. This was our metaphor. 



1 2

Approach 1
Logic trees | tried and tested, 
put to use by other tools 
including our leading competitor.

Approach 2
Talk to me | Turning query 
creation into a conversation. 

Two distinct approaches



1
Describe what you want 

in plain English

Design technique | Scaffolding



1
Describe what you want 

in plain English

Design technique | Scaffolding

2Making you press start 
primes you to act out 

how the tool will be used 
in the next step

Design technique | Forcing function



3
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your query first

Design technique | Chunking
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Getting you to ‘Add content’ to 

your query first

Design technique | Chunking

4As you add the content to your 
query, you learn how the query 

language is structured 

You also get to understand 
relationships much more easily 

because of how the query is 
broken down on multiple lines.

Design technique | Progressive disclosure

5
Design technique | Adaptive difficulty

Works for first time users and power users who want to just 
write the query out directly.

6 Immediate feedback if 
the query won’t run

7 In context help



1

2

Heuristic evaluation

Otherwise known as ‘Cognitive 
walk throughs’ this method of 
testing involves going through 
the design with each task the 

user may want to complete and 
seeing if it is possible or could 

be improved.

Task based evaluation

Broad rules of thumb that 
ensure the basics are covered

Design evaluation (Internal) 



Design evaluation (With users) 
Scenario based testing
Your company has an AGM in 2 weeks 
and you are interested in monitoring 
social media mentions of your company 
and VIP’s by known threat actors.   



Design evaluation (With users) 
Testing results
Using the SUS (System usability survey) 
questionnaire after getting users* to 
complete this scenario we were able to 
benchmark the design which got an 

SUS Score: A

*We tested the design with 6 users 1SUS score achieved



The winning approach

1 2

Approach 1
Logic trees | tried and tested, 
put to use by other tools 
including our leading competitor.

Approach 2
Talk to me | Turning query 
creation into a conversation.



Moving into UI 
design & thinking 
of edge cases 

Asking two questions:
Do we have a design pattern that already serves this 
use case?  

How could this go wrong? 



1User journey

2Associated screens

3Site map

4High level screen flow diagram

5Component level permutations

Design  
spec



Final UI design (Miya)



Behaviour tracking
1Events to track

2What is the trigger for this event



Our beta measures 
of success

Can a non technical user write custom queries to 
protect their company without generating too 
much noise?

Can a non technical user manage queries they 
have created, ensuring they become more 
accurate over time?



Feedback so far
This is a new feature that is currently in 
Beta. It is too early to say for sure we have 
been successful, but every beta client has 
at least 1 custom risk up and running.

Can a non technical user write custom queries to 
protect their company without generating too 
much noise?

Can a non technical user manage queries they 
have created, ensuring they become more 
accurate over time?



That’s all folks 

Thanks for reading 
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